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UL Let \x*J be a sequence of chance
variables, each of which has an expec-
tation ε Ov* * satisfying the following
condition;

irith probability 1, where £* (*«.) de-
notes the conditional expectation of x

Λ

for given *,, x
Λ
 , e^o. i

n
 the pre-

sent note, we shall give the sufficient
conditions for the strong law of the
large number and the central limit theo-
rem in such a sequence of chance variables

β

Theorem l Let { X*} b£ a sequence
££ chance variables satisfying the condi-
tion CF) Then the convergence of the
following serleg

is. sufficient for the strong law of the
large number , that is>

Putting

from (1) and (S), we obtain

and, a posteriori,

Hence the assumption of the theorem im-
plies the convergence of the series

ΣL«U ft * ε ί I t follows that, by the

Borel-Canteli's theorem, for suffi-
ciently large fe and z**1* tn > XK ,
the inequality Xm - x ^ < e z+ holds
with the probability 1. ^Denoting the
integral part of logn/Log x by \> , for
an arbitrary ^ > 2 * » we have

** -

Proof. Let denote the set

for any E>* and a positive integer •>»*

such that χ*< m, £ a*
1
"
1
 **•

 i s e v i
-

dβnt that εf^ and e<*> (i%τ) are
disjoint;

(l) εj
Prom the. definition of the conditional
expectation and the condition (f) ,
we have

For a fixed ft , let jι tend to
then

8 being an arbitrary positive number,
i t follows that

In the same way, we obtain

and hence

Thus theorem is proved
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2. Here we shall consider the central
limit theorem*

Theorem 2« J&i {Xm\ bft jα, aβquencg
ϋC *h

ttir
»
ft
ft variableg satisfying the fol-

lowing conditions)

W

hold with probability 1, and for any

From this expression, the conditions (F)

and (fl i»ply
 t h a t

(3)

/ „ * E <"«*> , and F«- <*>
the conditional probability
— . *m-t **.< *\ for given *,, —,
J^_

t
 Then» for any x »_wβ have

It ia here observed that the condi-
tional probability fi^t <*> could be
considered as a probability measure for

—- * *&-*) not belonging to the
" **-ι)- 6t with probability o «
f,) and (L) correspond to the

f
β condition (c )

 f
 (ς) and the

sberg'β condition respectively*

EfcSflC In the sequel, let t denote
a fixed numerical value and β unspe-
cified quantities such that Iβi * t
Taking Into account the identities

from (S) vβ find

By virtue of the condition iL) $ It
is easy to see that, for **• 1,1, - — ,n> ,
ML(Xm -Xm-if/oίf tends to zero uni-

formly as n-+*> o Hence, for suffi-
ciently large <«. , we have

(4) and the equality E m i f )
~ E C^ίt-i> $ which i s e a s i l y veri f ied

by the condition Cp) , imply that

and

we obtain
mi

K'
Therefore

 f
 from (L) # we have

α
being arbitrary,



that 13,

(5)

Putting

(5) ahowa that A^,,*., 4ί*/«v) «*J'jW-*y^.
Hext we βhall estimate the absolute value
of the expectation of f* (*/<*>- fm-*f*£ X

hence,

(3) and (4), we find that

£
ί 4 ?-*•

and

fc being arbitraryt

(δ) and (6) imply that

We have aasuαβd ^ to to fixed, but
since *K*y*) iβ a characteristic func-
tion, by (7) we have the theorem.
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